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1. INTRODUCTION 
In linear filtering theory and regression theory problems of the following 
kind appear. Let a random element consist of a square integrable real 
random variable Y and a square integrable random vector Z with 
observable values in IWk or more generally in a real separable Hilbert space 
H. One is interested in an element x E H which for any realization (y, z) 
with observed z and unobserved y yields an estimate (z, x) of y with the 
property of minimizing the expectation E ( Y- (Z, x)12. Such an x is given 
as a solution of the Wiener-Hopf equation 
Ax-b=O, (1) 
where the expectation vector EYZ=: b E H is defined by (6, w) = 
E( YZ, w  ), w  E H, and A E 9(H) (Banach space of bounded linear 
operators on H into H) is defined by (Aw, w) = E(Z, w)‘, w  E H, and 
denotes in the case EZ = 0 the covariance operator of Z. If it is possible to 
observe 3(H)-valued random variables A,, given by (A,w, w) = 
(Z,, w  ) 2, w  E H, and H-valued random variables 6, := Y,,Z, ( Y,, Z, 
random variables with values in IR and H, resp.), n E N, such that their 
arithmetic or weighted means almost surely converge in norm to A and b, 
resp., one can use the Robbins-Monro method for iterative solution of (1). 
The recursion formula is given by 
X .=x,-oc,,(A,x,,-b,) n+l . (2) 
with arbitrary X, and nonnegative numbers (“gains”) ~1, E [0, 1) with 
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c(, + 0 (n + co) and 1 a, = co. As to the linear filtering or regression 
problem in [Wk and its treatment by the Robbins-Monro method we refer 
to Eweda and Macchi [6, 73, Metivier and Priouret [ 151, Ljung [ 131, and 
the literature cited there. 
Linear filtering of a stochastic process ( Y,; u E [0, I] } with an 
observable path-continuous signal process Z= {Z,; u E [0, 1 ] } in the one- 
dimensional case may lead to Eq. (1) in C( [0, 11’) where the operator A 
is defined by use of the covariance function of Z; see, e.g., Bucy and Joseph 
[3, p. 531, Arnold [ 1, 12.41, and, for a treatment of (1) by a variant of (2), 
Walk [18, pp. 133, 1341. 
From an abstract point of view one is interested in an iterative solution 
given by recursion (2) of Eq. (1) in a Banach space X with A E y(X), the 
Banach space of bounded linear operators on X into X, and b, x E X where 
for the sequences (A,) and (b,) in T(X) and X, resp., their arithmetic 
means or weighted means converge in some sense to A and b, resp. The 
pathwise aspect in the above stochastic situation allows a deterministic 
formulation. The problem, with specializations and restrictions concerning 
X, A, (A,), or (a,), has been treated among others by Fritz [S], Gyorti 
[9], and independently by Metivier and Priouret [ 151, Ljung [ 131, and 
Walk [19, with presentation at an Oberwolfach meeting in February 
19841. 
The aim of this paper is to give a unified treatment of convergence of 
(x,) defined by (2) to a solution of (1) in a Banach space with general 
weights a, and under mild conditions on (A,) and (6,). For the stable 
case inf{ re A; I E a(A)} > 0 (o(A) . . . spectrum of A) treated in Section 3 
(Theorems 1 and 2 with different assumptions on the approximation of 
weighted means of the operators A, to a stable operator), the proof is 
based on representations of x,+ I using weighted means of A, and b,,. The 
convergence assumptions on these means whose weights are connected 
with (a,,) are for a large class of gain sequences (a,) equivalent to the 
corresponding assumptions concerning arithmetic means (Lemma 5); this 
yields a version of Theorem 2 that is easy to handle (Corollary 1). For the 
singular case of a not necessarily unique solution of ( 1) treated in Section 4 
(Theorem 3), the proof uses a representation of (1 - N,,A,,). .. (1 - %,A,) 
(1 <k < n). Both methods are connected and can also be used in the other 
case. 
2. NOTATIONS 
Throughout this paper u,, are numbers E [0, 1) (no N), X is a real or 
complex Banach space, and y(X) is the Banach space of bounded linear 
operators on X into X with 1 as identity operator; further A, A’, 
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A,eY(X), where A,* denotes the adjoint operator of A,, and 6, b,eX 
(n E N). In connection with these terms the following notations are used: 
fi,:=[(l-cr,)...(l-IX,)]-‘, Yn := %Bm /IO := 1, 
e”=i,$, ykbk, e. :=O, 
where Bn=l+yl+ ‘.. +Y,,, e,=(l-u,,)e,-,+a,b, (HEN) (compare 
Henze [11,~.299]),and/?,tco (n+co)ifCa,=co; 
A,, := 
r 
(1 -a,A,,)...(l -cr,A,) for k = 1, ,.., n 
1 for k=n+l, 
.- 
A &, n,k .- (k = 1, . . . . n+l)inthespecialcaseA,= ... =A,=A, 
A;,k := A,,& (k = 1, . . . . n+l)inthespecialcaseA,= ... =A,=A’, 
R,, := h&Yk+lAn,k+2(1 -Ak+,) 
for k = 1, . . . . n - 1 
1 for k=n, 
1 n 
Dn :=pnks, Yk(A/c-A), 
1 ” 
D:, :=B;;~;, I’,@,-A’), 
B~,k:=(l-A’)Bk’B~~lYk+l fi (1-qA’) for k=l,...,n-1, 
j=k+2 
where I-I;=,+, (1 -ctjA) := 1, 
B;lYkD;Ak+(i~~~,B:i)YkD;Ak+BkB:kD; 
G;,k := for k = 1, . . . . n - 1 
D:, for k=n (ne N), 
a(A) := spectrum of A resp. of the natural extension of A to the 
complexification of X. 
3. THE STABLE CASE 
In this section the Robbins-Monro procedure (2) for an iterative 
solution of (1) is investigated for the case inf{re 1; 1 E a(A)} > 0. The 
investigation is based on several representations of x, + i defined by (2), 
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which are given by Lemma 1. The convergence proof itself consists of two 
steps, according to Lemma 2, where in the first step boundedness is proved. 
LEMMA 1. Let cc, E [0, l), A’, A,, E 3’(X), b, E X (n E N), and (x,) in X 
be defined by (2) with arbitrary x1. Then for x,, , , n E N, the following 
representations hold: 
(4 x,+~= i @.k&k+Ibk+&lxl 
k=l 
n-1 -k~, B;k,g, yj(Aj-A’)xj+ ’ (l-akA’)x” 
k=l 
Cc) Xn+l =d:,- i G;,,x,+ fi (l-CQA’)x, 
k=l k=l 
with 
where 
1 n-1 1 n-1 
=D:,~k~lYkbk-~k~IYk+I(Ak+,-A’)Bk+,j=,Y’ 1 Li .b 
1 n-1 
‘$1 Yk+l D’fik+, j=,” ” 
em!-- 5 .b. 
Proof: (a) The first equation is proved by induction, the second by 
partial summation. 
(b) One writes 
with 
x,+1 =x,-ci,,A’x,+cr,b:, 
b:,= -(A,-A’)x,+b, 
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and uses (a) with A’ each time instead of A,, . . . . A,, and b’, instead of bk 
(k = 1, . ..) n). 
(c) One uses the representation in (b). Partial summation yields 
k+@~-W,=“il [i Y,(A,-A’) (xk-xk+~) 
k=l j=l 1 
k=l 
n-1 
= 1 DicY,(A,X, - bk) + bn DA, 
k=l 
and 
Thus one obtains a representation of x,, 1 with the first formula for fi, 
from which one obtains once more by partial summation the second 
formula for f:. 1 
LEMMA 2. Let r, E -K R,,,ET(X) (l <kGn), Y1E-K and 
Y ?I+1 :=rn+x;=l R,,y, (nEN). Assume 
or only 
G SUP i IIRn*,/cdll; 4 E x* with I@11 < 1 < 1. n k=I I 
(a) If SUP, llrnII < 00, then SUP, IIY,II < ~0. 
(b) If 6cRn.k -0 (n + co) pointwise and r,, -+O (n + oo), then 
yn+O (n-co). 
Proof (a) It is true that 
Let 
R := sup )Irnll < 00, C :=max{ IIylII, . . . . Il~,,ll, R/a*). ” 
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Therefore 
This is clear for n = 1, . . . . n,. If the relation holds for indices 1, . . . . n (an,), 
one has for arbitrary ~,4 E X* with 11411 < 1 the relation 
k=l 
thus II~n+,ll GC. 
(b) Let D := lim 11 y,(l < 00 because of (a). Assume D > 0 and choose 
n,, 6* as in part (a). Then 
3 Q [.,.ll++~)D, llrnll<~], 
n,>no n>n, 
3 Q 2 II&,kykl/ <y. 
n2>n, n>n2 k=l 
For arbitrary q5 E X* with 11~~11 d 1 and all n 2 n, one obtains, by part (a), 
ICY ,,+l,d)l < II~,,ll + ff R Y + i: IIRn*,,kdl IiYkII 
ii*_/ n’k ‘11 k=n,+l 
<PD 
,4+(1-6*) 
thus 
in contrast to ki (I y,ll = D > 0. Therefore D = 0. 
Parts (a) and (b) can also be proved by using Banach’s fixed point 
theorem. 1 
Theorem 1 yields a generalization of Fritz’ [S] result for general gains 
CI, instead of gains l/(n + 1). 
THEOREM 1. Let U,E [0, 1) with CI,, +O (n -+ co), C c(,= 00, and A, 
A, E 9(X), b, 6, E X (n E N) such that 
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El sup n 
j-,cl Ywtk-‘A (n + co) pointwise, 
ik$ Ykbk-‘b @-‘co). 
1 
Also let (x,) in X be defined by (2) with arbitrary x1. Then A is invertible, 
in fact II 1 - AlI < 1, and 
x,-A-lb (n + 03). 
ProoJ: For all x E A’, $ E X* with llxll 6 1, ~~~~~ 6 1, it follows that 
Gconst < 1, 
thus Ill- AlI c 1. Since for xk :=x, -A-lb, b; := b, - A,&‘b the 
relations 
x:+1 = x:, - a,(A,x:, - b;), $ $ Y,d’;-‘O @-‘ml (3) 
nk 1 
hold, one can assume b = 0 without loss of generality. Lemma l(b) with 
A’ = 1 yields 
Xn+1=e,+L i Yk(l-Akbk+ fi (l-akbl? 
Brzk=l k=l 
from which x, + 0 (n + co) immediately follows by Lemma 2. 1 
Now we are looking for a larger class of operators which could replace 
A in Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 3. Let CI,E[O, l), nEN(, with tl,--rO (n-+oo), Cc1,=co, and 
A E S!‘(X). 
(a) Zf the sequence (x,) defined by (2) converges for A, = A, = . . . 
= A, each eventually vanishing sequence (b,) in X and each x1 E X, then 
v An,k + (n + co) pointwise 
ksN 
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and, consequently, 
inf{re 1; A E o(A)} > 0. 
(b) The following statements are equivalent: 
6* := inf(re A; A E a(A)} > 0, 
3 3 v IIAn,kll GY(Bk- l/BJ”> 
EZO y>o I<k<n 
,YN IMn,kll -+o (n --+ co). 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
Moreover in (5) we can choose E E (0, o* ). 
Proof (a) The first assertion follows from the first representation of 
x,+ r in Lemma l(a) by noticing that, because of C uk = co, there are 
infinitely many k’s with ak > 0. In particular, 
by the uniform boundedness principle. 
Let Age a(A) with re II, = inf{re I; A E a(A)} and let d denote the com- 
mutative Banach algebra generated by 1, A, and {(A - A)-‘; A E @ \cr(A)}. 
Then the spectrum of A with respect to d is still a(A) and according to 
the Gelfand theory a multiplicative linear functional x0 on d exists with 
x0(l) = 1 such that x0(A) = lo (Yosida [Zl, p. 2991). For each k E N with 
cti Ire I,,1 < 1 (j> k) one has 
thus 
,g, (l- a, re IO) = i re( 1 - cc,A,) 
,=k 
d fi I1 -01,&l 
/=k 
= IXO(~,.k)l 
d IIAn,kll (n>k), 
sup fi (l-ajre~o)6sup IIA,,kll<m. 
n>k j=k nbk 
This yields re A0 3 0 because of 2 aj = co. 
(b) (5) j (6) is trivial. It remains to show (6) = (4) + (5). 
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Assume (6). Let I,, x0 be as in part (a) and k~ N with uj Ire 11,/ < 1 
(j > k). Then 
thus re 1, > 0 because of C aj = co. 
Assume now (4). Let O<E<E* <s** <CT*. By the Dunford integral 
representation (Yosida [21, pp. 225, 2261) 
f&k=‘\ fi 2ni rick (l-ajn)(J.-A)-‘dJ, 
where r denotes the boundary of {IZEC; 121 ~2 /IAll, re A>&**} with 
positive orientation; with 
cA := 1 +f llAl/ sup{ II(s** ++A)-‘II; TV C-2 IIAII, 2 lI4llj 
one obtains 
IIAn,kII <C,SuP fi Il-~jlI;~Er 
i j=k 
<c, fi (1-2uj&** +4c$ IIAj12)1’2. 
j=k 
For k sufficiently large, noticing aj + 0 (j + co), we get 
thus (5). 
IIAn,kII < CA fi (1 - 2aj”*)“2 
j=k 
G CA ,fikexPt -CL/E*) 
<c/g fi (l-aj)” 
j=k 
= CA(bk- ,//%I)~ (nak), 
For the implication (4) =S (5) see also Daleckii and Krein [S, I. 41, and 
compare Walk [18, 191. 1 
Theorem 2 together with Corollary 1 generalizes results of Mttivier and 
Priouret [ 15, IV E] and Ljung [13, Theorem l] from Rk with symmetric 
positive operators to a Banach space X with a limit operator A satisfying 
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a stability condition, and a result of Walk [19, Theorem 1 with Remark 31 
to the case of general gains and a weakened convergence assumption. The 
latter concerns pointwise convergence of weighted means of operators 
A, E Z(X) and their approximation by a stable operator A’ where espe- 
cially the cases A = 1 (compare Theorem 1) and A’ = A are of interest. 
THEOREM 2. Let ~1, E [0, 1) with ~1, -+ 0 (n + co), C CI,, = co, and A, A’, 
A, E 9’(X) (n E N) such that 
inf{re,I;REc$A’))>O, (7) 
-I 
d*:=lim~~D~~~< 
n 
Y*IIIE_A’lJ(I +.*)I 
for some E’ E (0, inf{ re 1; 1 E CJ( A’)} ) and 
y* := lim sup 
/-cc /<k<n j=k+l 
ik$, YkAk-'A (n -b co ) pointwise. 
Then 
inf{re ,I; II E o(A)} > 0, 
in particular, A is invertible. Let further 6, 6, E X (n E N) with 
en:=+ $ Ykbk+b (n-‘(;O) 
nk I 
(11) 
and (x,) in X be defined by (2) with arbitrary x, . Then 
x,+ A-‘6 (n + CD), 
Proof: Let us first consider the assumptions (7), (8), (9), (11) with 
b = 0; we shall then prove x, + 0 (n + co). One uses Lemma l(c) with the 
second representation of fi and notices fik/Pk + 1 = 1 - o[k + , -+ 1 (k -+ co), 
further the auxiliary formulae 
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where the first follows from 
v %,,+I keN&’ -B~)=B~--Yk+l with PkdkGk+, 
by summation and the second in a similar manner. By (7) via Lemma 3(b), 
(8), (1 1 ), and the auxiliary formulae one obtains 
Further (7) via Lemma 3(b), (8), (9), the relation 
obtained by partial summation, and the first auxiliary formula yield 
k i IIG;,kll < 1. 
n k=l 
Now the assertion follows by Lemma 2. 
Next, assuming (7), (8), (9), (10) we prove inf(re A; A E a(A)} > 0. By 
Lemma 3(b) this is equivalent to 
kyN IIAn,kII +O (n + co). 
It is enough to show 
v IV n,k+lll -+O (n-r co), 
k E N with cq > 0 
because, noticing cak = co, there are infinitely many k’s with ak > 0. For, 
let k E N with tlk > 0. Let us apply the first part of the proof to Z(X) 
instead of X, the left multiplication operator M, with A instead of A and 
A, (n E N), the left multiplication operator M,, with A’ instead of A’, 
OE P’(X) in the situation of x1 and 6, (k # n E t+J), and l/ak E U(X) in the 
situation of b,; it is easy to see that all the assumptions are satisfied to do 
this. Since the role of x, will be played by An,k+, E L?(X) (n 2 k), we get 
the desired convergence IIAn,k+ 1 II * 0 (n + co). 
Now, the case of an arbitrary b can be reduced to the case b = 0 similarly 
as this was done in the proof of Theorem 1. 1 
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Let us examine the nature of the possible limits of sequences (x,) defined 
by (2) under quite mild conditions on (A,) and (6,). 
LEMMA 4. Let ~,~[0,1) with a,,-+0 (n+oo), Ccc,=oo, and 
A, A,E SC’(X), 6, 6, E X (n E N) such that (8), (lo), and (11) hold. Zf the 
sequence (x,) in X defined by (2) with some x, converges to x, then Ax = b. 
Proof: First we observe that the series C a,(A,x, - b,) converges, 
because a,( A,x, - b,) = x, - x, + 1 by (2) and the sequence (x,) converges. 
By the Kronecker lemma (Knopp [ 12, Sect. 15, Theorem 33, Hardy [ 10, 
Theorem 261) it follows that 
thus, taking into account ( 11) and (rr + . . + Y,, )lB, = (8, - 1 )//I,, + 1, 
Next we remark that 
Indeed, if E>O and we choose some nE with (yr IjA,Il + ... +~,IIA,ll)/fl~< 
a* + 1, IIx, - XII < (/IAIl + a* + 1))‘~ il[y,(A - A,)x+ ... + 
y,(A - A,)x]/b,,/l 6 E for n 3 nEs then 
II ; ,c, YJA - ,b, 11 
+ ly’ y/AA-A,)@,- ’ n ” k I X) +~k;n,Yk(liAll + IIAAI) /ixk-xiI II 
1 ” 
+ 8, k;, I’dA - Akb 
/I II 
$- itn!’ I’dA--A,)(~,--r)lI +2& (n 241, ” k 1 
thus 
II 1 n li,m 8, ,c, Yk(A -A/c) xk G 2E. II 
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Since clearly 
we get 
But 
$ $ y,(Ax-b)=B” 
B (Ax-b)+ Ax-b* nk 1 ” 
Thus Ax-b=O. 1 
The following proposition states that the conditions on the operators A,, 
formulated by operator norms in Theorems 1 and 2, resp., which especially 
contain an approximation (not necessarily convergence) of their weighted 
means to a stable operator A’, e.g., 1 or A, imply a stability property of the 
operator sequence (A,) corresponding to the stability property (7) of the 
single operator A’. This nearly immediately yields the assertion of 
Theorems 1 and 2. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let a,~ [0, 1) with a, + 0 (n--t co), C a,= co, and 
A,EY(X), neN. 
G-4 0” 
or if (7), (8), (9) hold with A’ E T(X), then 
(12) 
(b) Let (x,) in X be defined by (2) with an arbitrary x1. Then (12), 
(8), and (11) with b=O imply x,+0 (n-00); (12), (8), and (10) with 
A E P(X) imply that A is injectioe and with closed range; (12), (S), (lo), and 
(11) with A E P’(X) and b in the range of A imply convergence of (x,) to the 
unique solution of Ax - b = 0. 
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Sketch of the Proof: (a) Choose E* > 0 sufficiently small. Let (bn),,GN 
be an arbitrary sequence in X with 
SUP /3;l+&* 
n 
$, Yk iihkii < co 
and (x,) in X be defined by (2) with xi = 0. For (x,,) one uses the represen- 
tation according to Lemma l(b) and l(c), resp., which leads to a corre- 
sponding representation of (fi;*x,). From this one obtains by Lemma 2(a) 
sup IIB%7ll < “09 
,I 
and thus, by the representation of (x,) according to the first equation of 
Lemma 1 (a), 
sup fi”, i F A,,.,b, < n3 
n II k=l k II 
This holds especially for each sequence (b,) with C pi’ +E*yk Ilb,ll < co, 
because plainly 
sup /!?;l+&* 
n 
,$, “tk llbkII d f Pk’+E*?k iibkil. 
k=l 
Therefore, with jlkC*hk = (yk/flk)bkr one obtains 
suP i (ht/bk)“*A < 00 
?I II k=l 
.,,,,hk!~ 
for each sequence (hk) in X with c ljhkll < cc and hk = 0 if tlk = 0, in par- 
ticular, for each sequence hk = tkx (kE N) with tk scalar, c jtkl < cc, 
tk= 0 for txk =O, and XE X. This yields, by the uniform boundedness 
principle, 
suP{ II(Pn/bk)“*A n,k+,l,; 1 <kdn, 2$-O} < = 
(see Stieglitz and Tietz [17, No. 6 on p. 21 and Maddox [14, p. 1671 for R 
instead of a Banach space) and thus the assertion. 
(b) Inequalities (12) and (8) imply 
which together with Lemma l(a) yields x, + 0 for e, -+ 0, by a theorem of 
Toeplitz type (see [17, No. 23 on p. 2; 14, p. 1631. Now let us assume (12), 
(8), (lo), and (11). If Ax-b=0 and x:,:=x,,-x,bL:=b,-A,x (HEN), 
409*139/l-I? 
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then one obtains (3) by (10) and (ll), so we get XL -+ 0 by the first state- 
ment of (b), thus X, -+x (n --) co). Since for b = 0, again by the first state- 
ment of (b), x, + 0 (n -+ co), the implication b = 0 3 x = 0 holds. This 
means exactly the injectivity of A. Further, using Lemma 4, it is easy to see 
that b belongs to the range of A if and only if the sequence (x,) defined by 
(2) with 6, = b (n E N) and X, =0 converges. But the set of these b’s is 
closed by Lemma 1 (a) and by (12). 1 
Remark 1. In order to deduce Theorem 1 from Proposition 1 we have 
only to repeat the first part of the proof of Theorem 1, by showing that 
Ill- A )I < 1. Also Theorem 2 can be concluded from Proposition 1. For we 
have to remark that (7), (8), (9), and (10) imply (7), (8), and (9) with 
A, = A (no N), to use Proposition l(a) in this situation and to take 
account of Lemma 2. We notice also that (12), (8), and (10) imply the 
invertibility of A whenever 0 does not belong to the interior of the spec- 
trum of A. Indeed, by Proposition l(b), A is then injective and with closed 
range, so, e.g., Caradus, Pfaffenberger, and Yood [4], Theorem 2.5.5(a) 
and Theorem 2.4.1(b), yield that A is not left topological divisor of zero in 
U(X) and then, taking into account that A is an operator norm limit of 
invertible elements of Z(X), the invertibility of A itself. We do not know 
whether (12), (8), and (10) imply generally the invertibility of A. 
For statistical applications it is of interest to have rather general gains a, 
in the recursion formula (2), but conditions on (A,) and (b,) formulated by 
arithmetic means which often can be checked more easily than in the case 
of general weighted means usually treated by the Kronecker lemma. 
Corollary 1 of Theorem 2 treats this case. The following lemma used for its 
proof points out a class of gain sequences (a,) for which both types of 
conditions are equivalent. 
LEMMA 5. (a) Let ~1, E [0, l), n E N, with LX, = p,/n, where 0 < !~IJI pn d 
Eiii pn < co. Let M denote the summability method which transforms 
sequences (6,) in X into sequences (e,). Zf 
(13) 
then the Ceshro method C, of arithmetic means and M are equivalent and 
consistent, i.e., for all b E X, (6,) in X it holds that 
further 
yn:=tk$, b,+b-e,+b; 
IIynll =0(l)- lIeAl =0(l) 
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for all (b,) in X. If (13) is not fulfilled, none of the above implications 
holds. A sufficient condition for (13) is pn-- P,,+, = 0(1/n), also 
CIPn-Pn+rl<m. 
(b) Let CC,, E (0, 1) with C a, = co and either 
1 
->‘+ 1 (n E N 1, i.e., yn 1, (14) 
a,+I a,, 
OY 
1 
-<i+ 1 (nEN),i.e.,y,f,andna,=O(l). 
a n+l a, 
Then for all b E X, (b,) in X it holds that 
y,+b=z-e,+b, 
further 
(15) 
II Y,II = O(l) * IleA = O(l). 
Proof (a) Because of (r, + . . . + y,)/fin --+ 1 (n + co) it suffices to 
consider the special case b = 0. At first equivalence of (13) and 
yn+O*e,+O for all (b,) in X (16) 
shall be proved. Noticing 
en=+: (Yk-Yk+I)kYk+PnYn2 nEN(, (17) 
and the Toeplitz theorem, or by Zeller and Beekmann [22, Theorem 52 I], 
one obtains equivalence of (16) and 
1 n -- I 
sppEkF, IY~-Y~+II k<a, 
because of l/p, --) 0 and Il;;i P,, < co. By 
(18) 
Y&--Y&f, =Bk e- P&+1 
k k+t-pk+I = > 
BkPk-Pk+l 
k 
+$0(l) (19) 
(the latter because of E P,, < co) and 
1 n-1 
/?k sup- c --<co, 
n &k=l k 
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which follows from lim pn > 0 by sup,, B,/(ny,) < co, one gets equivalence 
of (18) and 
1 n-l 
ypj-?, Bk lP!f-Pk+ll <co. (20) 
From 0 < lim P,, < Ti;;; pn < cc there follows, by use of exp and log, 
3 3 
c’,c”>O r’,r”>O l<k<n 
This yields 
~2~~~~1~~~~o~~~~~(~)u~~k-p,+,~~s~~20~~ 
where the second implication is obtained by partial summation. Thus 
(13) o (16). In an analogous manner one gets equivalence of (13) and 
e,-+O*y,+O for all (6,) in X (21) 
as well as the analogous equivalence assertions concerning O(1). The 
sufficiency conditions for (13) are obvious. 
(b) One first notices 
and obtains 
1 
-2L+l* pa 1 +Yn-Yn+l 
Yll 
-Y”l 
a n+l a, Y n+l B ?I+1 
and an analogous relation for d and T. Now the implications follow by 
Hardy [lo, p. 581. 1 
COROLLARY 1. Let a,, E [0, l), n E N, with a,, = p,/n, where 0 <l& p,, < 
&i p,, -c co and (13) hold. Let A, A, E 2’(X), 6, b, E X (n E N) with (4), 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
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Then the sequence (x,) in X defined by (2) with arbitrary x, converges to the 
unique solution of Ax - b = 0. 
Proof: Because of Lemma 5(a), conditions (4), (22), (23), and (24) are 
equivalent to conditions (7) with A’= A, (8), (9) with A’ = A and d* = 0, 
and (11). Theorem 2 yields the assertion. 1 
Remark 2. (a) The assumptions on the gain sequence (a,,) in 
Corollary 1 imply the assumptions 
O<P,-,CE(O, a,> (26) 
YP(&+ (27) 
in Theorem IV E of MCtivier and Priouret [ 151. For, if (25) and (26) hold, 
(27) is equivalent to 
P~-P~+~=W*/~), (28) 
which appears in Lemma 5(a), because 
1 o<--- 
an+] 
-;=;+o(l)+“(y$)~). 
Let us notice that (25) and (26) do not imply (27) or (28), as is shown by 
the counterexample 
pl= . . . =p4=*, ~(~+,)2=(1 -mp3’*)p,z (m = 2, 3, . ..). 
Pk = Pn? (k = m* + 1, . . . . (m + 1)’ - 1; m = 2, 3, . ..). 
(b) The a,‘s in Corollary 1 can be replaced by ~1, E (0, 1) with 
C TV, = co and either (14) or (15), as follows from Lemma 5(b). 
For a stochastic version of Theorem 2 with A’ = A, ~1, = p,,/n, where 
O<Pn+PE(O, co), Pn-Pn+l = 0( l/n), and lim IID, 11 = 0, order n ~ ‘I2 and 
n-1’2(log log n)“*, resp., of convergence of (X,) to A -lb formulated by 
weak and almost sure invariance principles under corresponding assump- 
tions on the sequence of arithmetic means for (- A,A- ‘b + b,) is estab- 
lished in Walk [20], where the stability assumption (4) or (7) is sharpened 
to pa* > i. In a similar way, rate of convergence for a stochastic version of 
Theorem 1 can be treated with the sharpened stability assumption 
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4. THE SINGULAR CASE 
Let us first investigate which conditions are reasonable to be assumed for 
convergence of the sequence defined by (2) to a solution of (l), while 
allowing that A is singular, in particular that the A,,% have nonzero 
common kernel. 
Remark 3. Let CL,E [0, 1) with CI, -+O (n + co), C CY,= co, and 
A,A,ELzyX) (neN). 
(a) If the sequence defined by (2) converges to a solution of Ax = 0 
for each eventually vanishing sequence (b,) in X and for x1 = 0, then 
,yN ,‘4/, (A,,&x) converges to a vector in ker A. (29) 
(b) If the sequence defined by (2) converges for some 
b,E nkcN ker Ak (n E N ) and for x1 = 0, then 1 a,b, converges. 
(c) If the sequence defined by (2) is bounded for each sequence (b,) 
in X with 1 IX, llb,II < cc and for x, =O, then 
(30) 
Proof Parts (a) and (b) immediately follow by using the first represen- 
tation of x, + i in Lemma l(a). 
Part (c) follows by using again the first representation of x,+, in 
Lemma l(a), as well as the uniform boundedness principle (similarly as in 
the proof of Proposition l(a)). 1 
By Remark 3 it is reasonable to require (29) and (30). Under these 
assumptions sufficient conditions for convergence of the sequence defined 
by (2) to a solution of (1) will emerge from the formulae in the next lemma. 
LEMMA 6. Let a,~[O,l) with c1,+0 (n+co), Ccx,=co, and 
A, A,E Y(X), x*, b,,EX (no N). Also let (x,) in X be defined by (2) with 
arbitrary x1. Then for x,, , , n E N, the following representations hold: 
n 
Xn+l =X*+ 1 Ct,A,,k+,(b,-AX*) 
k=l 
- k$l tlkAn,k+ 1 (A&-A)x*+&,,(xI-x*) 
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n-1 
=x*+ 1 ~k+la7,k+2(1-Ak+l 
k=l I 
g, Yj(bj-Ax*)) 
+ c ~k+lA,,k+,(l-~k+,)~k~*+~nX*+‘&&-x*). 
k=l 
Under the assumptions (29), (30) and either 
V f, a, lItA,-Abll < 00, f a, /lb,---Ax*11 < uz 
rEX”=l n=l 
or 
V fa n+lll(1-Al+,)~,xll<~~ D,x-+O (n-+ co), 
rtx n=l 
the sequence (x,) converges to a solution of Ax - Ax* = 0. 
Proof Using the first representation of x,+ , in Lemma l(a), we get 
X n+l =,$, akAn,k+l (b,-AX*)- i C@i,,k+,(Ak-A)X* 
k= 1 
+ i ak~n,k+lAkx*+~,,lxl. 
k=l 
i ak-&,k+lAkx*=k$l (A~,k+l-A~,k)x*=x*-A~,lx*~ 
k=l 
the first formula of the statement follows. The second formula for .x,,+ , 
follows from the first one by partial summation. 
Now let us assume that 
C := SUP IIA,,,kII < 00, 
l<kdn 
V V (2,.,x) converges to some P,x E ker A, 
kaN XGX 
‘d c a, II(A, - A)xll -c co, 1 a,, [lb,, - Ax*/1 < co. 
XGX 
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For any n > m 2 1, by the first formula for x,+ i we have 
-kg, akpk*l (A,-A)x*+P,(x,-x* 
I 
d i elk t~~,,k+,(bk-Ax*)-Pk+l(bk-Ax*)~~ 
k=l 
+ f elk [iA n,k+l(~k-A)x*-Pk+,(Ak-A)x*~~ 
k=l 
+ IIA,,,(X, -x*)- PI@, -x*)11 
+’ f aklibk-Ax*Il+c f ak II(Ak-A)x*I,. 
k=m+l k=m+l 
It follows by our assumption that both sequences (x,) and 
tx,*) :=( f: ClkPk+, (bk-Ax*)- i tlkPk+1(Ak-A)X*+P,(X,-X*) 
k=l k=l 
converge and 11x,, + i -(x*+x,*)Il+O (n-+co). Since x,*EkerA (n~fV), 
we have 
A( lim x,) = lim A(x* +x,*)= Ax*. 
n-m n-U2 
Convergence of (x,) to a solution of Ax - Ax* = 0 follows similarly from 
the second set of conditions by using the second formula for x, + , . 1 
Next we show that the conditions on Jn,k of Lemma 6 are implied by 
similar conditions on A,, provided that the A,‘s approximate A sufficiently 
strongly. 
LEMMA 7. Let a,~[O,l) with c1,+0 (n+co), Ca,=oo, and 
A, A,, E Y(X) (n E N). Then for 1 <k < II it is true that 
A n,k -An,k= i @jAn,j+l(Aj-A)Aj+I,k 
j=k 
n-1 
=jgk ‘i+l A,,j+z(l -Aj+ 1) DjAj- l,k 
n-1 
ha D.AA.- 
+jzkajfij+, %J+Z J J 1-k 
+ DA,- 1,k - - Bk--l &k+, D - 
bk 
k 1. 
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Under the assumptions 
and either 
or 
Can+1 ll(1 -Az+I)~,II <a, 1 a, lIDnIl < 00, 
(30) holds and 
lim sup IIA,,, - A,, jll = 0. 
k-s kGJ<n 
(31) 
(32) 
llD,I/ +o (n -+ a), 
(33) 
(34) 
Proof. The first formula for A,,, - A,,, follows by induction for k in 
decreasing order, by use of the identity 
A n.k-A,,k=(A.,k+,-A,,k+1 I(1 -akA)+akA,,k+ltAk-A). 
The second formula for An,k - A,,, follows from the first one by “noncom- 
mutative partial summation”: 
i a,A 
n,~+,tA~-A)Aj~,,k 
J=k 
= i $ An,i+ I( 6 Y/(A,-A)-~~’ Y/(AI-A)) Aj- 1.t 
]=k i /=l /= 1 
=“f’ ($Jn,,,+k f Y,(a,-a)Aj-,,k-~A~,,+2,~~ ?‘l(A,-A) Aj.k) 
i=k I 
1 ” 
+~,;lYitA,-A)A.--~,k 
1 - -- 
PkAn.k+l ,=, ‘x1 YM- A) 
=I$: (iAn,j+,-&Jn,j+*) $, Y/(A,-A)Aj-l.k 
n-’ 1 - i 
+i~~~A.,j+2~~,y/(A/-A)(AJ~1.~-AJ,k) 
1 * l- k-1 
‘j-c, Y,(A,-A)A,~,,k-~A.,k+, ,;, Y,tA,rA) 
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n-l 
=,Fk Ocj+l A,,j+2(1-Aj+1)DjAj~l,k 
n-1 
+ C aj(Pjlpj+l)A”,j+*DjAAj-,,k+D,A,-,,k 
j=k 
-(Pk-,/Pk)~n,k+lDk-l. 
Now let us assume (3 1) and (32). Choosing some 6 > 0 with 6 < 1, 
c6 < 4, where c := sup{ llA,,kll; 1 <k<n+ 11, and k&e N such that 
by the first formula for An,k - A,, one has for all k6 d k < n the relation 
It follows that [IA,, )( < c( 1 + 6) < 2c, n 2 kg, and assuming that for some 
k,<k<n it is true that I(A,jII<2c, k<j<n, one has IIA,,,II < 
c( 1 + 26~) < 2c. Thus 
which yields (30). Now again by the first formula for A,,, - Zn,k we get 
suP IIAn.j-An,jll 
kCj<n 
Q ( suP IIA,jll I( suP IIA~,jll) f aj IIAj-All -0 (k+a), I<j<l+l I<j<l+l j=k 
thus (34). 
The statements (30) and (34) follow similarly from (31) and (33) by 
using the second formula for An,k -A,,. 1 
LEMMA 8. Let a,E[O,l) with a,+0 (n-co), Ca,=m, and A, 
A,, E Y(X) (n E N) such that (30) and (34) hold and 
(35) 
Then (29) holds. 
ProoJ Let us first remark that by Lemma 4 
v /j lim A,,kxEker A. 
kcN xcX”‘OD 
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Now let k E N and x E X be arbitrary. Let us denote for convenience 
c := sup \lA,jx\l 
ICj<n 
Since for each k < 1 <m <n the relation 
IKk x - ‘L,kXII 
G II&I,r- A,,IlI IV- I.!fXII + II@.,,-Am,,) A,- I,kXIl 
+ II&,,, - Kn,rll llA,- I./Al 
holds, (A,,,x) is a Cauchy sequence and thus convergent. Further, for each 
c>O, choosing some n,>k with c IIA.,.i-A,,jII GE for n,< j<n, we have 
thus the distance of lim, _ 5 An,k~ to ker A is GE. Since E > 0 is arbitrary, 
(29) follows. 1 
Now Lemmas 6, 7, and 8 yield the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 3. Let a,,~ [0, 1) with c(, + 0 (n -+ co), C c(, = cg, and A, 
A,,EY(X), b, b,EX (n~iV) such that (31), (35) and either (32), 
1 a, lib, - bll < a (36) 
or (33), 
(37) 
hold. If b belongs to the range of A, then the sequence (x,) defined by (2) 
with an arbitrary x1 converges to a solution of Ax-b = 0. 
Remark 4. (a) Let us recall that by the proof of Lemma 3(a), assump- 
tion (3 1) implies inf{ re I; i E a(A)} B 0. If A is hermitian (for the definition 
we refer to Bonsall and Duncan [2]), then also the converse implication 
holds. Indeed, if A is hermitian with positive spectrum and aj IJA 1) < 1, then 
a( 1 - a,A) c [0, 11, thus by Sinclair [ 16, Proposition 21, )I 1 - ajAIl < 1. 
(b) Using Theorem 3.6, Corollary 3.5, and Corollary 1.5 from Zsido 
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[23], it is easy to see that for A hermitian and with positive spectrum, (35) 
is equivalent to each one of the following conditions: 
1 
I 
5 
s -6 
exp(itA) dt converges pointwise (6 --) co), 
exp( - sA) converges pointwise (s -+ co ). 
Consequently, if X is reflexive and A hermitian and with positive spectrum, 
then (35) is satisfied (compare the remark after Corollary 3.5 in [23]). 
(c) We also notice that, by the Kronecker lemma and by partial 
sumation, (32) * ((8), (33)) and { (8), (36)) * (37). 
(d) For ~1, E [0, l), n E N, with u,/n, where 0 <h pn <i&i pn < co 
and pn-pn- 1 = 0(1/n), conditions (33) and (37) are implied by (22), (23), 
(24), and 
This follows immediately from Lemma 5(a) and Lemma 9 below. 
LEMMA 9. Let a, as in Remark 4(d) and r, 2 0, n E N, with rl + . . . + r,, 
= O(n), where (b,) is a sequence in X and for y,, := n-‘(b, + . . . + b,), 
nE N, the relation C n-‘(1 + r,) 11 yJ -C co holds. Then C n-‘r, (le,(I < co. 
Proof Let us recall relations (17) and (19) in the proof of Lemma 5. 
Because of the assumptions it suffices to prove 
or, by changing the order of summation, 
sup 
k 
For sufficiently large indices, noticing 
1 Yn+l 
-= 
n+ 1 /L+A+~ 
and 
one obtains by partial summation, with r := sup n - ‘(r, + . . + r,), 
and thus the assertion. 1 
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